Participate in a workshop and experience the power of the Japanese Taiko Drum.
＜Language Support＞
＜Introduction＞
Learn and perform Wadaiko together with the Kurashiki Tenryo Taiko drum performance group!
Through history, drums were used as a tool to communicate during hunting, but over the years, they developed in
the Occident as a musical instrument. However, in the Orient, they were not just musical instruments, but also a
means of communication with the Gods. Wadaiko is a general term for percussion instruments that has been passed
down in Japan since ancient times. After observing a professional Taiko drummers group performance, you can have
a workshop session with everyone and learn to play on an actual Taiko drum yourself.

＜What you will experience＞※３points

1. Learn the history of the drum in the Occident and the Orient
(Wadaiko Lecture)

Learn the differences between the history and types of drums in the Occident and
Orient, and learn about the Japanese Taiko in Japan.Learn the basics of Taiko
playing in a fun and easy way!

2. Watch a Japanese Drummers group performance, and learn from
the professionals themselves (Wadaiko experience)

Okayama/Okayama-city

■Languages Available
■ Japanese ■ English □ Chinese □ Other

■Interpreter available
□ Yes ■ No

■Guide information
Local guidance by English speaking guide

■Language Translation Tool

＜Other Plan Information＞

■Participant Requirements
・Person who can hold the drumsticks (bachi) and hit the drums.
・There is no restriction (age, physical condition, etc.) for observing participants.
■Cancellation Policy
・Up to 20 days before 30％ ・Up to 7 days before 30％
・ The day before and the same day 100％

・ 2 days before 50％

■Precautionary considerations
・Be careful when handling drums as they are valuable and expensive.

After watching the Kurashiki Tenryo Taiko group perform a powerful demonstration
of the Taiko, you can learn to play for yourself in a workshop.

■In case of bad weather, emergency, delay or no show
・If for any reasons, participants should be late for more than 15 minutes without contacting us,
we will treat it as a cancellation on the day (cancellation fee: 100%).
・If the tour should be cancelled, we will contact the participants by the morning of the tour day
(no cancellation fee).

3. Play a song along with professional performers (Waidaiko
Workshop and performance)

■Insurance Support

Create an unforgettable memory by learning the song from the workshop, and
playing alongside the performers of the Kurashiki Tenryo Taiko group.

■Inventory Management
□ Yes ■ No

＜Reservation Information＞

■Support hours
9:00 ～ 18:00

■ Operating Period

■ Operation Frequency

■ Time required

■ Number of people (Maximum/Minimum)

All year around

Time required: 2.5 hours
Starting time: 13:00 (Adjustable)

＜Meeting point and access＞
■ Access by public transportation
・ Coming to the customer's desired area

■ Meeting point and address
・Customer's desired area

Once a day

Up to 15 people (1 person minimum)
For group of 5 and more,price consultation is needed

■Inquiry email address (company/person in charge)
info@mitate.kyoto
Mitate Co., Ltd. /Person in charge: Mr. Masahiro Takayanagi

＜Package Information＞
■ Price (Tax excluded)
Contact us for pricing
■ What’s Included
The fees include fares for Kurashiki Tenryo Taiko group,
Japanese drums and drumsticks for up to 4 people.

■ Options／Price（Tax excluded）
・ Japanese instruments performance such as shamisen
and shakuhachi flute (Fee inquiry)
・ Taiko master Taishi Yamabe’s participation (Fee inquiry)

■ What’s Not Included
・ Traveling expenses to and from the site.
・ Transportation expenses to the site, venue rent, performers’ lunch, other expenses for setting (accommodation expenses,
etc. by quotation each time).

